ICC North Student Survey of Opinions
Summer 2003
Was this the first time you took a class at ICC North? N = 136
Yes 129 (94.85%)
No
7 (5.15%)
What was your MAIN objective in attending ICC this summer? N = 136
57 (41.91%) To obtain credit for completing my ICC program of study
3 (2.21%)
To assist me in finding a job right away
52 (38.24%) To obtain credit for transfer to another college or university
2 (1.47%)
To improve my skills for my present job
6 (4.41%)
For personal interest
16 (11.76%) Other
Will you be continuing your education this coming fall?
78 (57.78%)
38 (28.15%)
5 (3.70%)
3 (2.22%)
11 (8.15%)

N=

135

Yes, at Illinois Central College
Yes, at another college or university
No, I have completed the requirements for my program of study
No, I do not plan to take classes in the fall
I'm not sure

Please rate the importance of the following factors in your decision TO ATTEND ICC NORTH this summer:
Not
important

Proximity to home or work

N=

135

Availability of courses I wanted/needed

N=

Access to public transportation N = 135
Campus climate
N = 135
Class size
N = 135
Course duration
N = 133
Time of course offerings
N = 135
Proximity to shopping and services N =

136

135

16 (11.85%)
4 (2.94%)
109 (80.74%)
61 (45.19%)
48 (35.56%)
29 (21.80%)
15 (11.11%)
101 (74.81%)

Only slightly
important

17 (12.59%)
7 (5.15%)
13 (9.63%)
28 (20.74%)
33 (24.44%)
32 (24.06%)
11 (8.15%)
12 (8.89%)

Somewhat
important

37 (27.41%)
38 (27.94%)
8 (5.93%)
27 (20.00%)
39 (28.89%)
42 (31.58%)
45 (33.33%)
18 (13.33%)

Very
important

65 (48.15%)
87 (63.97%)
5 (3.70%)
19 (14.07%)
15 (11.11%)
30 (22.56%)
64 (47.41%)
4 (2.96%)

Please indicate your level of satisfaction with the ACCESS TO the following services at ICC North. If you did
not use a particular service, please mark "Did not use."
Very
dissatisfied

Academic advising
N = 136
Library services
N = 136
Admissions and financial aid N= 136
Course registration
N = 136
Tutoring
N = 136
Career planning
N = 135
College transfer planning N = 136
Computer labs
N = 136

3 (2.21%)
4 (2.94%)
4 (2.94%)
4 (2.94%)
5 (3.68%)
3 (2.22%)
2 (1.47%)
2 (1.47%)

Somewhat
dissatisfied

1 (0.74%)
4 (2.94%)
3 (2.21%)
3 (2.21%)
1 (0.74%)
1 (0.74%)
2 (1.47%)
0 (0.00%)

Somewhat
satisfied

15 (11.03%)
5 (3.68%)
10 (7.35%)
22 (16.18%)
4 (2.94%)
8 (5.93%)
9 (6.62%)
13 (9.56%)

Very
satisfied

22 (16.18%)
8 (5.88%)
22 (16.18%)
40 (29.41%)
2 (1.47%)
5 (3.70%)
13 (9.56%)
19 (13.97%)

Did not
use

95 (69.85%)
115 (84.56%)
97 (71.32%)
67 (49.26%)
124 (91.18%)
118 (87.41%)
110 (80.88%)
102 (75.00%)

How likely would you be to take another class at ICC North?
3 (2.21%)
5 (3.68%)
37 (27.21%)
81 (59.56%)
10 (7.35%)

N=

136

Not at all likely
Only slightly likely
Somewhat likely
Very likely
I'm not sure

How likely would you be to recommend taking classes at ICC North to a friend or family member?
N=

136

3 (2.21%)
4 (2.94%)
28 (20.59%)
97 (71.32%)
4 (2.94%)

Not at all likely
Only slightly likely
Somewhat likely
Very likely
I'm not sure

ICC North Student Survey of Opinion – Summer, 2003
Narrative Data
What was your main objective in attending ICC this summer?
Answer: Other
To obtain job skills for later use and/or for transfer
Requirement @ MMC of Illinois School of Nursing
For nursing school
Required class for nursing school
High school curriculum help
To help prepare for another course at ICC
Location
Location
Job
Interpreting for a student
To obtain a grade average to get into Bradley
Get my diploma
To take classes to achieve my GED
GED
To get my GED
Additional Comments
Like it because it's so close to home.
I like ICC North cause its more convenient and its more comfortable as we more likely to get - is you need it
cause its small.
Beautiful campus! Parking or far away; easy to get to classroom.
I enjoyed attending ICC North. However, I found that many of the classes I wanted to take were not available at
this site, Math 100-102, Biology courses, etc.
I was very unsure at first about taking a class here because it used to be Zeller. However, the environment is
somewhat not spooky! I would after this take another class here.
enjoyed immensely - great location! Great teacher!
I appreciate the range of courses you offer.
Temperature control would have been nice. Room (77) was always very cold.

The location is great
It is very close to my house and parking is not so far away.
Our classroom is like a refrigerator
Please offer more general education classes at night at ICC North
Great campus, was not aware they had financial aid or a library at this campus, maybe use more signs
I hope more classes will be offered here for nursing pre-req. This is a more convenient location than EP or
downtown
I like the location because my sitter is in Peoria, however, it is always very cold here.
I'm learning much about logic; it's making me a clearer thinker
This is my first class taken out here. So far, I am satisfied
It is very conveniently located and easy to find.
Easy to attend, long registration
It's super - D - Duper
Its really close to home which is nice.
I love that classes are offered out here. I'm looking forward to taking more classes out here. I wish more classes
were available to take out here.
This building didn't seem finished…limited but adequate facilities
Very good campus-good idea-will attend again. Weather permitting, I think we should hold some class
time/discussions outside, there's plenty of room
I feel there should be more classes given at ICC North - it is very convenient for those who live in Peoria area
ICC North is very close to my home which makes it easier to get to class. There also seems to be a variety of
classes offered.
It was very convenient having classes at ICC North this summer. Please continue to offer early morning as well
as night classes
I would like it if more classes were offered at ICC North because I live North of Peoria 18miles.
Different air condition climate all parts of the building does not hold the same temperature
Honestly a nice building, but it needs to be made much more like a school (art, decorative, clocks, etc.)
Parking could be better. Lots are too narrow - difficult to get out of
More computers!
Air wasn't always working, no pictures, no windows, gloomy, no thumbtacks at front desk.
All were positive. Parking close to building is the best!!
It is pretty stark - looking in the halls and classrooms. The plain white walls are institutional looking. Paint would
be nice.
Clock on the wall
It would be to your advantage to re-zone or at least redecorate. This facility, the feeling I get from this place is
not so good.
Temperature is too cool
Our classroom was very, very cold!
What I like most is that the air condition works better here than in East Peoria campus
Would like healthier food options - (sandwiches/fruit) for long summer classes. Main campus is much closer - but
parking is difficult
Could you please turn the air down
Turn the air conditioning down
I like the campus because it is close to home. It would be better if there were more classes and times offered.
Temperature sometimes too freezing! Great parking space and close by! Keep it up!
I love it! Its close to my home and easy to get to. I will definitely take another class at ICC North.
It is a little creepy being here knowing it used to be Zeller.
It is great
It was a good experience.
The classes were small and I liked that.
It is and has been a good experience - I live close and the ease at which you can get in and out was great!
Everyone seemed very willing to address building issues, I.e., heat and air conditioning
ICC has been very helpful in term of me being a foreign student. What I liked the most is the schedule setup.
And what I liked least is big cost of the required classes.
I'm just very to be here and that are people here to help better my education
It's a great school and my teachers were very friendly.

